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sinful (???) Sin is more properly an attribute of the spirit than of the

body. The body has certain tendencies. The spirit is sinful until it is

saved by the Lord Jesus Christ. When we are saved we are saved immediately;

our guilt of sin is 4t**1fat* completely removed; we are in His sight as

if we had not sinned. But the sanctification is a slow process, and this
of cleansing (?)

process continues all through our lives. The process of the

spirit being b free from sin and of the spirit gaining control over those

bodily and emotional and mental qualities that will lead us toward sin.

15 minute Break

The called flesh in Scripture. You cannot -- it is very

difficult to make an exact division between the flesh and the spirit. We

are often decieved on this point. I think it is important we recognize

that this distinction exists. That there is a spirit which is important

and there is the flesh which is human, which isnatural, and the flesh

gr*atly affects the spirit. A great deal that we think of as mental or

emotional is just as much a part of the flesh as are our physical characteristi

Y The Relation of Mechanistic to Spiritual.

I once had a young people's camp, a camp for college students a

few years ago and there was a man there who was representing an organization

among Christian medical students, he was travelling all over the country,

in that respect. He was there for the conference, and I found he had some

very difficult problems which he did not seem to be able to find the

answer to, that bothered him greatly. His problem was this:, he said, I as

a doctor have to do my job right and the person recovers. I make a mistake

I give the wrong diagnosis, or give the wrong treatment and the patient dies.

Now, he said, how do you put that together with God's having control over

everything, and everything being what the Lord works out. To him it 'as an
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